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The population of Västerbotten are
moving from the inland and is therefore increasing the centralisation to
Umeå, leaving some municipalities
with a decreasing population of 30%
over the last 25 years. One way to
combat depopulation and strengthen
the rural villages of Västerbotten is
by working with the already established crafting community which has
a strong cultural capital.
The home craft association is a
region wide association, but they are
only situated in Umeå which creates
a gap between the rural and the urban craft communities. By providing
a cultural outlet, in a shape of a new
cultural meeting space for the craft
community in the inland of Västerbotten, a reason for the creative
community to visit or to stay in the
rural environment may be a starting
point to combat the depopulation of
Västerbotten.

KIM GRANBERG

MAKING THE RURAL

With the aim of strengthening the
rural through the art of making, I’m
using the issue of depopulation as a
point of departure for my thesis. Following the removal of the only legal
graffiti wall in Umeå, the street art
community was left without a space
to practice their artform. Therefore
I’m including the street artists in my
proposal, creating an interdisciplinary
space for all generations.
As my primary research I’ve been
using a selected amount of interviews
ranging from the top down municipality, the in between craft associations
and the bottom up practitioner to get
a better understanding of the need of
a new cultural meeting place, where
it can be situated in Västerbotten,
how it can be financed and what the
programmatic requirements are.
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MAXINE LUNDSTRÖM

		
PAVILION OF LOST AIMS IN AN ARTIFICAL FOREST

UMEÅ UNIVERSITY

- Reflection on a explorative design process

The Pavilion of Lost Aims in an
Artificial Forest is the result of an
explorative design process where
a sequential path leads visitors to
experience the spaces and phenom
non that have been searched for and
stumbled upon during the research.
The process is a reflection on beauty,
intuition, soul and nature in digital vs
analogue tools.
The finding of a beautiful wooden
plank became the starting point for
the elaborative design process where
a pattern found in the plank became
the space of an Artificial Forest. It
reflects on the idea that the real, true
wild nature perhaps doesn’t exist in
the human controlled world we live in
today.

The Artificial Forest is an attempt to
perform the experience of nature to
the urban human, as well as reflecting on our relation to nature where
natural force is controlled and sub
ordered the grid which makes us
believe in our capability to measure
and control it.
The Monoliths of Lost Aims are
created from personal experiences
and places where phenomenological connection has been felt, which
together with a theoretical framework
sets the program for creating these
three spaces. The Monoliths becomes sensational spaces to experience some ideal feelings of higher
connection that opens up as forest
glades in the Artificial Forest.
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MOHAMMED SELANDER

UMEÅ UNIVERSITY

STAGING AREOPAGITICIA

When it comes to theatre, societies
have tended to favor censorship
to deal with the spread of misinformation, which only deals with a
symptom at the cost of the public’s
critical thinking. A better solution is to
empower the audience by allowing
them to engage in the cultural and
political discourse that is theatre and
signaling to them through design the
importance of being critical.
Throughout the thesis, I argue for
the virtues of allowing the contentious
fictional narratives to take place in
the public’s consciousness. I examine what historians, anthropologists,
philosophers and poets have had to
say about theatre’s political nature
as well as investigate one specific
courthouse in detail, Umeå rådhus,
including its current function, accessibility and juridical history.

Since courthouses are supposed
to be the manifestation of truth in
Sweden, staging fiction in their now
vacant space should signal to the
audience to regard both parties
attentively and be scrupulous when
passing judgement on the unfolding
drama.
The Rådhus, will not only reunite
theatre with its public function but
at the same time reclaim for itself a
today lost political agent. The two
instruments of truth, marred in their
own way through history, can lean on
one another for support in order to
heal.
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AMUND KLÆBO LYNGSTAD

THE LANDSCAPE SCHOOL

By activating the existing qualities
on site Amund have created shapes
and movements that improve the
children’s school day. The school
consists of several monofunctional
pavilions with shapes derived from
different types of teaching. The
school day is characterized by
movement and formal and informal
teaching.

NTNU, TRONDHEIM

The Landscape School is a school
that challenges how we are thinking
schools today. It is a school that manifests in its location.
Experimenting with smaller and
less compact typologies in a norwegian-typical topografi the body of the
Landscape School is much less compact than we see in newer schools.
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ERIK RØNNEBERG TOBIASSEN & JONAS PETER FALCK

		

LOKOMOTIVVERKSTEDET

NTNU, TRONDHEIM

- The position of the artists and the art in the city

Lokomotivverkstedet is a new place
for production and exhibition of
art in the centre of the city of Oslo.
Bispegata 16 is an industrial building
from 1893, formerly used to repair
and maintain trains and machines
for the train industry. By taking use
of this building the project searches
to show how artist could have a solid
and fixed place to work and at the
same time give the city a new place
to meet.
It has been invested a great
amount of money in art and culture
throughout the years along the harbor
front in Oslo. In 2020 two new museum buildings will open the doors.

The development of the harbor front
has served the city in many ways,
but the increasing prices has put a
pressure on the artists and their production spaces. They are gradually
being pushed out of the city. Working
spaces with sufficient quality and
space has a become a lack in the city
centre.
The idea of the project starts in the
belief that the independent art scene
could take a greater part of the development of the cultural city. A vibrant
city also needs a variation of cultural
arenas and it is also dependent on
that artist can live and work there.
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JANANCIJA ARULANANTHAM

MULLAITIVU LIBRARY
- Architecture and identity at risk

The streets and the inhabitant’s
sense of belonging and identity has
changed rapidly through decades of
war and conflict. In what way could
a social arena, such as a library,
contribute to strengthen the local
community?

NTNU, TRONDHEIM

It has been ten years since the civil
war in Sri Lanka ended. In the village
Mullaitivu, north-east on the island,
the traces after the war and the tsunami is still visible. Today the village
finds itself in a rebuilding phase.
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ERLEND H GARNÅS & JONAS KYLLENSTJERNA

TØYEN PUBLIC BATH

NTNU, TRONDHEIM

- A pool in the park

Tøyenbadet has been an important
piece of architecture in Oslo since its
construction in 1976. The concrete
building is currently the largest bath
in the capital, offering facilities for
both competitions and work-out, education, relaxation and play.
Due to poor maintenance, too low
capacity and damages to the internal
load-bearing structures, it has been
decided to demolish and replace the
iconic building from 76’.

We were curious to see whether a
brand new 16 000 square metre bath
would fit in Tøyenparken, one of
the most important centrally located
parks in Oslo. How can we build a
bath this large and preserve the recreational qualities in the park?
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TUULI KANERVA

AALTO, HELSINKI

WILDERNESS ATELIER OF VILNIEMI

Georg Sigurd Wettenhovi-Aspa, one
of the artists of the Golden Age of
Finnish Art, built in the spirit of his
time a wilderness atelier for himself
in Vilniemi by Lake Lohjanjärvi in
the early 1900s. The atelier of Aspa
was, however, an unusual one for
wilderness ateliers: unlike the Karelian-influenced log buildings of his
colleagues, the artist designed a bold,
pyramid-roofed building of an oriental
style. After the death of Aspa in 1946
the 4-hectare plot with the villa came
down to the Union of Finnish art
associations (UFAA), but for various
reasons the building was left to decay,
and was finally demolished in 1981.
This project was commissioned by
the UFAA to design a new atelier to
the plot.

The new wilderness atelier creates a
connection between past and present by reacting to the place of the
demolished atelier house, a forgotten
retreat deep in the forest, of which
only the foundation remains.
The intention behind the project is
to draw from the history while reaching towards the timeless, to reinterpret the site in order to the existing
and the new to merge and strengthen
each other and finally to offer the artist an invigorating experience of living
and working in nature. Hence the
thesis studies also the psychological
and the spatial needs of the artist:
the balance between rest and work,
inspiration and creation.
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SALVADOR HERNÁNDEZ GAZGA

LA LOMA LARGA

AALTO, HELSINKI

- Inequality and the built environment

Mexican cities today exhibit a high
degree of socio-economic inequality,
translated in an acute phenomenon
of spatial segregation. The most
apparent symbol of the ever-increasing gap of wealth, power and status
is the eruption of gated communities.
These often arise as a reaction to
feelings of threat and danger from an
environment marked by violence; a
problem that is usually associated to
informal settlements and its inhabitants. In the Mexican city system,
most sectors of the population tend
to barricade themselves from the
rest of the metropolis; spreading the
construction of walls that create hard
borders, rise tensions among the
populations, and overall, dislocate
the city from the inside.

This thesis aims to study and understand the reasons behind the current
situation of cities in Mexico; anchored
in the historical, cultural, political and
economic scenes at a national level,
and then at the level of the northern
industrial city of Monterrey, which
constitutes the case study.
A site of interest, La Loma Larga,
serves as an example of the scenario
of confrontation between a wealthy
neighborhood and an impoverished
area. Given that the site has not
yet been completely urbanized; this
thesis analyzes the forces that come
at play into it, in order to propose an
alternative to its urbanization that
does not imply an increase in urban
segregation. This was carried out
via understanding, processing and
manipulating the context through the
use of computational methods.
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FRANS SARASTE

TIME MACHINE

AALTO, HELSINKI

- A counterfactual proposal for the 1971
Martinlaakson yhteiskoulu design competition

The thesis studies architectural ideas
and the consequences of their implementation by case-studying the 1971
Martinlaakso School architectural
competition. The building, constructed following the proposal, has proven
to be sensitive to failure as is often
the case with buildings of that era.
During the 1960’s and 1970’s
construction moved towards using
increasingly complex structures while
adopting materials containing harmful
substances. As a result, construction
became unpredictable for people and
the environment, despite architects
being vocal about their concerns for
the future.

The thesis attempts to visualize the
architectural ideas applied in the Martinlaakso school as well as their consequences by bringing forth a speculative proposal and the speculative
history that follows it. Throughout its
history Martinlaakso school has been
subject to numerous repairs and alterations including several that have
been due to moisture and air quality
problems. Despite these complications ”Martsari” is a respected school
building by its users, teachers and
officials alike.
The thesis aims to raise questions
about the future of architectural conservation by viewing it through the
perspective of sustainability.
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JULIA ERIKSSON LAGERQVIST

GOTHENBURG WOMEN´S MUSEUM

CHALMERS, GOTHENBURG

- Womens experience through time and space

The master thesis investigates architectural strategies to reactivate women’s stories in the collective memory
of the city of Gothenburg.
The aim with this work has been to
explore how architecture can contribute to a more truthful historical writing
and thereby support the equal rights
between men, women and non-binary
from different cultural backgrounds. It
studies the relationship between the
historical writing and the collective
memory of Gothenburg, as well how
architecture and space can create
an intersection between the past,
present and future. Furthermore, it
is a pre-study for what a Women’s
Museum could contain, what actors
and initiatives that could be involved
and how it could interact with the rest
of the city.

The design proposal has taken
departure from three methods: a
case study analysis, historical and
norm critical studies and designing.
It resulted in a norm critical design
proposal for a Women’s Museum in
Gothenburg. Instead of exhibiting
objects and collections the museum
provides rooms that are programmed
and activated with women’s experiences through history, both on a
general and site-specific level. The
program is based on three different
spatial situations – the Home, the
Work and the Gallery – which in
different ways have been forgotten in
the normative historical writing.
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OLOF DUUS

A NEW ALPHABET

CHALMERS, GOTHENBURG

- Casting a catalogue of possible form

This thesis explores an architectural
language that follows its own inner
logic, balancing between rule and
exception. The thesis draws inspiration from how writing systems are
constructed. The smallest entities
in a language, the characters, are
limited in number and meaning, but
combined they form meaning that is
greater than the sum of the parts. All
according to a set of principles, the
grammar.
The alphabet in this thesis is
achieved by casting a limited set
of physical concrete models, which
equals a ‘catalogue of possible form’.
Each cast forms one character in the
alphabet. In the 1970s Peter Eisenman developed theories about architecture and linguistics. Among other
things, he worked with what he called
the architectural syntax, the logic of
which the parts within a whole are
relating to each other.

This thesis shares Eisenman’s interest for architectural syntax, but the
characters in this alphabet are strictly
geometrical form, and do not carry
any semantic meaning.
This thesis places itself in between
conceptual and phenomenological architecture, using a conceptual method to phenomenological ends. The
conceptuality of the building is not
end in itself, but a method of generating coherent but not strictly logical
form. The aim is the experiences of
the material and spatial qualities of
the architecture.
As a consequence of the casting
this thesis also deals with the concept of poché space, as it develops
its own plan type: thick objects in
space.
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MARIA CAROLINA LAGGING

TO TRANSCEND THE TIDE

CHALMERS, GOTHENBURG

- Transitions in architecture and nature

If a place is abandoned, nature slowly
re-inhabits the space, sculptures it
and leaves traces in the landscape;
traces of activities and events that tell
a story of past as well as present.
What if an architectural structure
alters the experience of the tide and
permits people to move and use
these structures differently during
various times of the day as a result of
the rising and receding water?
The aim of this study is to examine
how the flow of time, changes and
transitions in nature can be visualized through architecture. Tide is a
repetitive phenomenon that can be
experienced with our own eyes.

It has affected historical events and
cultural landscapes along the coastline of Normandy in France. Observations of different natural phenomena,
caused by the local landscape, are
translated into conceptualized design
parameters to inform the architectural
investigations.
To understand the landscape and
map the high and low tide, a drone
was used to photograph, film and
make a 3D-scan of the site using
photogrammetry. This is a technic
that uses the different angles in photos to create a 3D model. In addition,
time-lapse movies were produced to
observe the tide.

5

JOSEFIN ELIASSON & SANDRA MOBERG

TAILS OF THE REVIVED

CHALMERS, GOTHENBURG

- An exploration of natural leftover resources

Tales of the revived explores the qualities and potentials of natural leftover
materials. It investigates how these
materials can be applied as surface
materials in an architectural context.
It aims to study the human relationship to materials, challenging the idea
of what waste and raw material is.
The materials investigated are
discarded natural raw materials from
agriculture, forestry and groundwork.
Material samples have been made by
compressing leftover materials and
biological adhesives into boards. To
contemplate the architectural qualities of the materials, evaluations have
been carried out where performance
and believed perception have been
estimated. In parallel, an architectural
design proposal has been developed
to put the materials in spatialities of
everyday life.

The project consists of over 50
material investigations, evaluations
and architectural visualizations. The
samples have a wide range of qualities, inviting diverse experiences.
Visualizations show a restaurant with
walls made of beetroot peels, a music space with conifer needle panels,
an entrance covered in bark, and
four views of a home where materials
from reed to clay reflects the light
and improves the quality of the air.
Tales of the Revived explores
discarded resources and shows
alternatives to common life cycles of
burning leftover resources for energy
or leaving them to decompose, where, what would be considered waste,
becomes a raw material.
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SEAN LYON

CONNECTIONS

AARHUS ARKITEKTSKOLE

- Establishing an architecture of interrelationships

In our modern urbanised world the
night sky has made way for artificial
lights, tall buildings and increasingly airborne traffic. Light pollution
obscures all but the brightest of
stars and smog further hinders the
passage of light from the sky. There
is a deep and fervent desire in the
human species to understand our
place in the universe — to locate our
existence within the cosmos. Is there
a connection between the regularity
of heavenly phenomena and the
events on Earth? Can we understand
ourselves by observing the clock-like
motions of the planets, the sun and
the moon? Where do we come from?
Can we become at one with the
universe?

An architecture that truly respects
the night sky should respond to the
unpredictable and quantitative dimensions of our shared experiences of
the stars, and should connect us in
fundamental ways to the nature of
the sky. A series of pavilions and installations, ranging in scales, will tell
the story of our place in the universe.
These points form a network — a
field of Leibnitzian interrelated bodies.
Matter tells space how to curve, and
space tells matter how to move.
There is no strict prescribed path that
the visitors must undertake, instead
there is just a hint, a guidance for
where to go next. The user has agency and freedom, and must find their
own way, their own journey, from one
point to the next — and in doing so
will come to reconnect with the universe through sense experience.
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SIMONAS ČAIKAUSKAS

MEGASTRUCTURES IN ARCHITECTURE

VGTU, VILNIUS

- Science innovation and education center in Kaunas’ FEZ”

The subject of Master’s thesis research is megastructures and their design
in the present day context, adapting
to the needs of modern society. The
concept of objects of exceptional size,
large scale and distinctive interior
design appeared in XXa. in the middle. During this period, Europe was
recovering from the Second World
War and needed solutions to accommodate as many people as possible
quickly and economically.
Though architectural solutions
were enormous, practically two decades ago, different architects from
different parts of the world provided
unique designs for megastructures.
here was just one other to realize. It
can be said that this is the cause of
inhumane scale and inadequate service as a residential typology building.

In the context of these days it is
possible to observe the need for
returning megastructures only when
people are not accommodated, but
creating high-value companies
creating high added value for work,
education and leisure. The work explores the megastructures of the past,
their shortcomings and advantages,
and also reviews the analogues of
modern megastructures in different
countries. Taking into account innovations in the field of office typology,
as well as analyzing possible plots in
the territory of Lithuania, a solution is
proposed on how a high-tech development office might look like in the
future.
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EGLÈ DAUNORAITÉ

SUGAR FACTORY IN PANEVEZYS

VGTU, VILNIUS

- Conversion of industrial architecture

The final master’s thesis analyzes the
topic of endangered industrial architecture. Although industrial architectural issues are known and explored,
there is a lack of significant solutions
that will not only help preserve
industrial heritage but also create a
dialogue between old industrial and
modern architecture.
The aim of master thesis is to
reveal the importance of historical
industrial architecture, while preserving and revitalizing it. Through the
preservation of historical architecture
and the emergence of a new one,
there is a search for harmony among
themselves, with the aim of highlighting the harmonious interaction
between forms, details, materiality
and sustainability.

In order to highlight the architectural
values of Lithuanian industry and
to illustrate the analyzed issues, its
importance and possible solutions,
the historically important, architecturally expressive industrial object - the
Sugar Factory of Panevezys - was
chosen for the conversion. The Sugar
Factory, which was designed by
architect A. Funk and built in 1940, is
included in the list of cultural heritage,
but has lost its original appearance
and function, abandoned and gradually disappears.
Establishing a University of Technology in an industrial factory would
allow students to experience and be
inspired by history. The juxtaposition
of old and new architecture seeks to
highlight cultural, identity and aesthetic values.
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SARUNAS PETRAUSKAS

VERTICAL PARK IN LONDON

VGTU, VILNIUS

-

This master thesis examines the lack
of biomimetics in architecture. The
aim of the project was to analyse and
summarize global theoretical and
practical nature applications in built
environment, as well as to provide
insights and to create new aesthetics
vertical park architecture by using
biomimetics. The architectural design
is based on the the observation of
mycelium biostructures, which is
a rarely studied material and not
commonly applied in architecture.
However, it has a great potential.
The project design is made as
porous spatial structure which works
as the vector for mycelium cultivation, thus creating a vertical park that
mimics the structure of a living organism. Therefore, the building is grown
as a plant. It is adaptive bio-structure
which changes in time.

Biometrics in architecture

The project aims to restore the
relationship between nature and
human beings, improve the living
environment and ecosystem diversity
in the densely urbanized central part
of London. This is a recreational and
educational building which demonstrates the dialogue between different life forms. There is a cognitive
and physical journey, through living
organism in which visitors of the
building are introduced to nature.
In addition, this project is a manifesto drawing attention to the anthropocene, the ecological situation and
the consequences of human activity.
Overall, biomimetics is used as a
creative way to implement nature
as an element of building aesthetics
formation.
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ARVI ANDERSSON

EKA, TALLIN

COMMON CENTRAL-ESTONIA

The former railway is a cross-section
of everyday Central-Estonia and it is
used as a hiking route. Contemporary
everyday land is accompanying the
walker and in every 10 km the route
goes through perishing small villages.
Both starting points of the 3-day road
are bound to two different railways
that are in use which creates a good
access to the path and an important
circular movement schema.
The project looks the use of economical landscapes like agricultural
and forest land to find similar practices that leave spatial elements, traces
and sediments behind.
The project proposes 3 small
site-specific all year accessible structures in every 20 km. The architectural interventions blend into existing
contexts in a slightly deviated way.
The steel-structure carrying road
signs, spans over Tallinn-Tartu highway in Mäo.

Behind the signs there are rooms for
sauna and sleeping. In Esna there is
a sauna located in an old limestone
windmill and rooms in the door holes
of an old granite granary hanging
over the void open outdoor space
inside the old structure. In Võhmuta
there is a small building next to the
karst opening on the edge of two
arable lands surrounded by ground
filtering red willow bush.
At the first glance, boring and
monotonous landscape becomes
familiar and interesting while staying
and spending time there. The landscape will develop according to the
pragmatic decisions and becomes
emotionally unified. The route is a
cross-section of the contemporary
living land and the stops slightly help
the walker to stay on the landscape
and relate to it.
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HELMI LANGSEPP

ON NOT-BUILDING
- Mountain, village and visitors

The thesis is structured as a dialogue
between two equal architectural
strategies: creating something and
intentionally not doing anything.
Doing and not doing become intertwined in five architectural interventions where projects are located in
the village but influencing preserving
nothingness in the mountains. The
project emphasizes the architect’s
role in not only building but leaving
place unbuilt.

EKA, TALLIN

The aim of this project is to offer
a perspective to managing growing number of tourists in a remote
Georgian mountain village, South to
Greater Caucasus mountain range.
Framing project’s location from the
top of the mountain Shkhara to nearest village on its foot – Ushguli, I am
seeking answers to what needs to
be present in village in order to have
nothing built on the mountains.

2

EKA, TALLIN

		

VEIKO VAHTRIK

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

The main goal of the master thesis is
to decommodifying housing by finding new ways to increasing the stock
of affordable housing in Tallinn. The
timeliness of the thesis manifests in
the decline of affordable housing and
high levels of segregation. Tallinn has
been building social housing for the
most vulnerable groups and some
municipal housing for key workers
but despite that we have some of the
lowest numbers of social housing in
Europe which together with almost
unregulated rental market makes Estonia a kind of laboratory for free market economy. High number of people
queuing for social housing and
studies regarding the field show that
the demand for affordable housing
is increasing. Social housing contributes to tackle exclusion by providing
affordable homes of decent quality
standards in accessible places by
helping households to achieve

social integration through the labour
market, reducing disparities in wealth
and income and prevent social polarization by combating spatial segregation. To reach these goals I have
proposed three different strategies.
The first approach deals with publicly financed rental housing by analyzing their position in the city, architectural and constructional properties
and potential problems. The second
strategy involves the private sector in
creating affordable housing through
inclusionary zoning legislation.
The third part of the thesis deals
with engaging the residents in the
design and construction process of
affordable housing. With these variety
of approaches we can hope to move
towards a new understanding that
housing is a basic human right which
cannot be left solely to the market.
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KDAK, COPENHAGEN

		

This northernmost town in Alaska is
increasingly recognized as one of
the most important locations for research and observation of changes in
climatic and geological patterns. It’s
home to rich native culture, as well
as extensive fossil fuel extraction,
which provides the current economic
foundation for this community. But as
oil extraction is declining in northern
Alaska, this community now faces an
uncertain future. Due to our global
use of fossil fuels, temperatures are
rising rapidly causing the permafrost
to melt under the thin layer of tundra.
This causes a very unstable, almost
unbuildable landscape and the release of vast amounts of methane.

DENNIS ANDERSSON

MIGRATING ENERGY

Although this greenhouse gas
threatens even greater warming, it
could potentially become a beneficial
resource. This project investigates
how a symbiosis between education,
research and energy exploration
could strengthen the continuity and
self-sufficiency of a community located in one of the harshest and fastest
changing landscapes on the planet.
Decommissioned oil rig towers
hoist the building off the ground
preventing heat from the building
melting the underlying permafrost,
which could destroy any conventional
building foundation. The shell encapsulates larger temperate spaces,
housing the infrastructure of the
building.
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KDAK, COPENHAGEN

		

My architectural intent is an investigation of adaptation and how our built
environment might react to a landscape in change. The architecture
exists in the meeting between artefact and a constantly moving terrain
where the building’s shifting footprint
leaves marks and traces of itself
within the ground. The purpose of the
scheme is to reveal the slow changes
taking place through architecture.
The arctic region is more vulnerable to global warming than elsewhere. Changes happen faster and
at a much larger scale. Here, the
abnormal becomes normal. In these
environments I have developed a
visitors centre.

JOHANNE MARIE SKALLE

TIME WITNESS

In Svalbard most of the ground is in a
state of permafrost. A stable topoclimate is vital to sustaining the permafrost, yet, the annual air temperature
is increasing and threatens its stability causing it to thaw. The surface
layer in which the ground both thaws
and freezes is called the active layer.
In the sloping sites of Svalbard, the
soil gradually starts moving and
creeps into new deposits.
My architectural approach is to see
opportunity in the current situation at
Svalbard and find the natural forces
beneficial to explore a new type of
architecture. Through adaptation my
focus has moved from static to try to
make a dynamic architecture.
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FREDERIKKE DAHL HOLLEUFER

		

BRØNDBY STRAND

KDAK, COPENHAGEN

- The vision is to revitalize Brøndby Strand through sport and architecture

Five high-rises are to be demolished,
which is an obvious opportunity to
re-think Brøndby Strand and remove
it from the list of exposed areas. The
project is designed around a strong
sense of identity and utilizes this
identity in spatial details to establish
a sports-community that unites and
activates the surrounding area. The
facilities of sport will support and
expand the profile of Brøndby as the
city of sports.
The strong community and diversity will be unfolded into architecture by
creating private housing and public
spaces for athletes, young, elderly
and families. Furthermore, shared
spaces, sports facilities and different
sizes for apartments will be incorporated to ensure the social life and
diversity can be even stronger in
Brøndby Strand.

Young athletes have a special need
for apartments they can rent out
when they are travelling but still
afford to live in when they are home.
Athletes already use the facilities in
Brøndby due to Idrættenshus2 which
makes it obvious to make Brøndby
strand attractive for them as well.
The municipality has the intention
of attracting people with resources to
develop and help the area. Brøndby
Strand has a bad reputation, which
will be an obstacle for the municipalities strategy. But by implementing
sports facilities and use the powerful
identity in sport the area can change.
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MATIJS BABRIS

		
TREEHOUSES IN NATURE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

RTU, RIGA

Master’s Thesis “Treehouses in Nature Tourism Development” examines
modern tourism trends and potential
for the role of the treehouse in a nature tourism development.
Work explores the different treehouse construction methods, regional differences and different use
cases. The aim for this research was
to evaluate how treehouses can help
grow nature tourism by providing
unique and authentic experiences.

To achieve the goal of this thesis,
information about the construction,
history and types of treehouses were
studied as well as interviewing 30
experts and organising three separate practical modelling workshops in
different Latvian municipalities.
Based on the collected information and learnings from the practical
modelling workshops, revitalization
project of Strenči park has been proposed in order to grow the number
of water tourists in the area. Local
authentic sauna, rafters feast and
psycho-neurological clinic provides
excellent condition for an active and
rehabilitating nature therapy.
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AHTI LUHAÄÄR

TRADE AND EXHIBITION CENTRE

TALTECH, TALLIN

- Reclamation of Väo quarry

The proposed Trade and Exhibition
Centre aims at improving the image
of the city and attracting business
travellers. Väo quarry area has been
chosen as a site due to its logistically
good access to build an internationally competitive trade and exhibition
center.
Today, Väo quarry is a massive,
dusty and noisy mining area, closed
off from city dwellers, located six
kilometres from the center of Tallinn.
The area is currently an enclosed
and fairly hostile environment for
both humans and nature, although it
should be much more integrated with
Tallinn. Väo quarry is a brownfield, a
homogeneous industrial area, while
it is well accessible from all existing
and planned international terminals
and nationally important highways.

Tallinn Airport, Tallinn Harbour, Rail
Baltic’s future terminal, Tallinn ring
road, St Petersburg road, Muuga
Harbor and Tallinn city center are all
within the radius of 4–10 kilometres.
The aim of the thesis project is
to rehabilitate the urban natural
landscape. The proposed international Trade and Exhibition Centre
takes into account the topographical
features of the quarry, fitting into the
natural environment. The theoretical part studies the strategies and
examples of brownfields and discontinued mining areas and analyses
exhibition centers. The project offers
a quarry-specific solution that takes
into account the topographic peculiarity of the site. The solution also
offers quality public space the nearby
Lasnamäe dwelling area.
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INGRID VISKUS

TALTECH, TALLIN

		
PRODUCTIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED WORKER
WITHIN SEDENTARY WORKING ENVIRONMENT

This Master’s Thesis deals with the
working environment where today’s
new organization of life and sedentary work has led to a number of
negative aspects, such as mental
health problems, work stress and low
productivity.
The thesis proposes ways to
reverse or reduce the impact of these
factors, affected by noise, light, the
presence of the view etc., as well as
analyzes the mental health support
aspects and the pattern of mobility
of the workers, applying the findings
and observations from research in
the architectural design of the working environment. The study analyzed
the parameters displayed in satisfaction surveys in different countries, to
identify bottlenecks in existing work
environments. The typology of different office buildings was examined to
identify their positive and negative
spaces.

The aspects of biophilic architecture,
home-likeness, mental well-being
and encouragement of movement
were considered.
The design solution provide
specific and simple ideas on how to
create and improve a user-friendly
work environment, reducing stress in
daily lives. The project site is the Depoo-ala in Tallinn, Estonia, next to the
Balti Jaam market, even though the
solution is adaptable also elsewhere.
The project creates an environment
where the indoor and outdoor environment complement each other, to
form a continuous space. Special
consideration is given to enabling
possible spatial changes, allowing
maximum flexibility and reconfiguration options.
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KAIDI PÖDER

HEALING ARCHITECTURE

TALTECH, TALLIN

- Cancer rehabilitation and supportive care centre

This Master’s Thesis asks how can
architecture help the healing process, studying the relation between
environment and body’s chemical
reaction, to design a healing environment for instance, for oncology
rehabilitation centre in Tallinn, Estonia. Design focuses on architectural
support to physical and mental health
when a clinic is focused on wellness
not illness.
The theoretical part investigates
how health care facilities and cancer
care currently function and how patients, their family and relatives can
benefit from healing design in combination with traditional medicine. It is
important to consider daylight, views,
sounds, mentally and physically
stimulative rooms to support mental
as well as physical healing and to
reduce patients’ anxiety and stress.

Healing architecture is best described as a design concept, which
represents the vision of encouraged
human well-being and healing, influenced by well-designed architectural
surroundings. The design solution
considers the relation between a
person and the space, how the brain
reacts to the spatial elements in the
room.
The biggest enemy of healing is
stress, it can be triggered by physical
(noise, crowds) or emotional (worry) aspects. The body reacts to the
conditions of life threatening illness
(such as cancer) and the changes in
personal daily life due to hospitalisation. It is therefore important that the
architectural solution promotes social
interactions trough homely environment in public and semi-public areas.
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